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 This Study was conducted to evaluate bank XYZ health and to analyze bank sensitivity 
toward market risks. Hence, this study also aims to propose set of actions to take and policies in 
order to improve the health. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were carried out to assess 
bank’s Capital, Assets Quality, Management, Earning, Liquidity, and Sensitivity to Market Risk. 
This set of components often abbreviated as CAMELS is also employed by Bank Indonesia as a 
system to assess health level of banks in Indonesia. Secondary data are gathered from Bank’s 
financial reports, Bank’s Management Reports, Bank Indonesia Publishes, Banks Indonesia 
Regulations, management interviews, and any other literatures. Data were analyzed descriptively 
for both qualitative and quantitative using CAMELS. Based on this study, the health of XYZ Bank 
was in level 2 (two) or concluded as healthy although there are some areas where performance 
needs to be improved which are future CAR trends, classified productive assets compared to 
Bank’s capital, budget plans for business growth, classified productive assets compared total 
productive assets, core debtor ratio excluding related parties compared to total credit, trouble 
assets handling performance, ROA, ROE, Operating cost compare to Operating Revenues, and 
core depositors ratio compared to third parties’ funds. Despite of overall result showed good 
performance, some factors showed less satisfying performance. Therefore, set of alternatives 
actions that can be taken by management are proposed which are right issues, prudential banking, 
credit portfolio diversification by considering micro credits, accommodating cheap funds, fee 
based income increase, and operational cost efficiencies. Future recommendations are proposed: 
Improving capital performance, improving assets quality, monitoring credit quality, credit 
portfolio diversification, and diversification by considering retail funds. 
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